Provide the word that best matches each clue.

1. _______ road
2. _______ trace
3. _______ encased
4. _______ author
5. _______ housework
6. _______ applaud
7. _______ close
8. _______ think

A. chore  B. wrapped  C. writer  D. outline  E. street  F. believe
G. shut    H. clap
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Grade 3 Vocabulary Worksheet

Provide the word that best matches each clue.

1. STREET  road
2. OUTLINE  trace
3. WRAPPED  encased
4. WRITER  author
5. CHORE  housework
6. CLAP  applaud
7. SHUT  close
8. BELIEVE  think

A. chore       B. wrapped       C. writer       D. outline       E. street       F. believe
G. shut        H. clap